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Considering different analysis and solutions given on the crisis of famine in Ethiopia 

I was wondering what aspects are preventing the county to rectify the problem. Rain 

failure, environmental degradation, general poverty, and poor motivation were cited as 

the major causes. Are these logical enough to explain the situation or could there be 

another possible explanation? Are the government and people working hard and in 

coordination to bring changes? With these questions in mind I set up an appointment for 

an interview with a scholar.   

Professor Jeff specializes in Agricultural economic. He made a lot of research in 

countries around the horn of Africa. He traveled twelve times to Ethiopia within the last 

ten years and four more times to the surrounding area. His research papers have helped 

the Ethiopian and other African governments in formulating agricultural strategies. One 

of his research papers, titled “Ethiopia Agricultural Technologies, Markets, and Public 

Policy,” which recommends the technological approach to farming, is among the most 

appreciated works. I went to his office, which is located in the krannert building, at 

Purdue University on November 02/2004. 

My utmost interest was to know what he thought about the major causes of famine in 

Ethiopia. He had different understandings of Ethiopian famine. He stated famine was 

related to people’s inability to acquire food. Taking two points of reference in time, 2000 

and 2002, he said that in the year 2002 the total food production of the county was down 

a little bit but it had been down much more two years before. In 2000 there was no 

famine but in the latter year there was. He pointed out a lack of purchasing ability of 



people that are not eating enough was a demand side phenomenon rather than supply. 

Associating the theory of famine just with poor agricultural production was not really 

adequate for explaining the problem. Growing agricultural supplies were not difficult in 

Ethiopia. So the main problem was the distribution of purchasing power. If you had a 

good production year and if people’s income collapse there would still be people 

starving. 

He stopped and went to his computer to print out for me one of his recent research 

papers on the cause of famine. I wanted to know whether he thought the rain dependent 

farming system was a problem and his opinion about the use of irrigation. He said, 

“Irrigation is generally bullshit!”  Irrigation could not be done without enough money and 

that the investment was not worth it for the country. He went on saying Ethiopia had 

huge potential water resources. The central idea should be using the water resources and 

capturing them. He said he saw farmers practicing the Chinese system of digging a big 

hole and covering it with a big piece of plastic as a means of storing water and using 

trenches. Such practices were helpful. But rain fed agriculture exposed to the “mercy of 

mother nature.” 

Explaining about the environmental degradation and its consequence on the farming 

system and productivity, he said that there was a basic problem in some high lands, 

valleys, gorges and heavier settlement areas. Certainly erosion had been a factor in these 

parts. In most of these areas erosion left very heavy soil which is not suitable for 

production. The thing is, he added, Ethiopia is doing very good labor intensive work on 

recovering the soil.  



I was interested to know his opinion about the working habits of the nations and the 

dependency feeling that might be associated with relief-food programs. Scratching his 

head he insisted, “Oh come on! People in rural areas works like crazy, they spend every 

time on work.” He stressed, “Nobody works harder than farmers do and their life is very 

hard.” He believed the farmers’ life had no mercy if they did not work hard. He clarified 

the food aid program started with some sort of legitimate need but the problem was the 

associated corruption. There were some parties who sold the food aid. That contributed 

for the price drop of grains. Food aid should not be making farmers poor to help other 

people. 

 In relation to the working habits of nations I was curious to know what he felt about 

the government’s performance and policies to address the crises. Abruptly moving his 

hand in the air he said, “Jesus! Ethiopia is like the army! The government orders 

something and everybody does it. I have never seen a county like Ethiopia.” He said the 

presence of “pseudo private” companies where the politicians sold fertilizer had negative 

impacts. He insisted, “That is actually a scandal.”  The people really tired of the violence 

of civil war; hence they were obedient to the government. The government had much 

emphasis on the agricultural supply side. They provided credit and fertilizers to the 

farmers, and the credit needed to be paid back at harvest. Unfortunately when the 

farmers’ had a good year the price collapsed. The government should have anticipated 

that. There were things needed to be done in this situation. So it was possible to say the 

government lacks something.  

 I was wondering how the country’s debt repayment to the international community 

affected the economy and what he thought about reconsidering such a huge debt 



repayment.  Ethiopian did very well historically in maintaining their own research on 

backward agricultural systems without much help form outsiders. They had enough 

resources to support those systems. Infrastructure was very expensive and very poor in 

Ethiopia. The county did not have much money for that but he declared, “If a country 

borrows money and five years latter say oh! We can not repay that so you should have 

forgiven then how you going to convince banks [in the future] to lend the money.” He 

insisted this cycle needed to be broken. If one borrowed money one should have to repay 

that. 

I was interested to know what the future of Ethiopia could be in his opinion. He 

remarked, “Ethiopia is an impressive success story.” He added he was impressed with 

Ethiopia. People were working hard toward agriculture. The trouble was when one started 

from such a low base it took time to see changes. The government needed to encourage 

the private sector. The infrastructure was the main issue to consider. Besides, even if it 

was much less than from other African nations corruption needed to be dealt with. He 

concluded, “With hard work Ethiopia has a potential to be a grain exporter.” 

I was impressed with the interview I had with him when I left his office. The 

interview took almost an hour. For me it was really interesting to hear what an outsiders 

view is on the ongoing Ethiopian situation. And Professor Jeff knew exactly what the 

situation looked like. He made me see another view of the cause of famine. It was 

economical view which states the problem was the demand side rather than supply. That 

refers back to the poverty of the population. Impact of food aid on price of grain was 

another serious issue. Ethiopian government lack of performance in some aspects was 



among the problems. The government needed to have a better accountability for the 

situations.  


